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---Are you looking to escape the trails of everyday life by creating a haven of peace and tranquillity
in the home? Are you an environmentally-conscious individual and are incensed by the poor
performance and shortcomings synonymous with wax candles? If you can certainly answer yes to
these two questions then here at Sentelle our selection of soy candles could be just for you.

Sentelle is a London-based lifestyle business that uses their unique knowledge of the therapeutic
benefits of soy products to create a range of soy candles, gift baskets and skincare products that
are of the highest calibre. Our soy candles also infused with aromatherapy oils to promote
relaxation, and are also guaranteed to last up to fifty percent longer than their conventional wax
counterparts.

Indeed, our selection of soy candles has so much more to offer than a deliciously absorbing aroma
and increased longevity. The additional principal benefits include the fact that these soy candles are
clean burning. They do not produce dirty soot which after frequent usage can stain the environment.
They are toxin-free and non-carcinogenic, and given their optimum fragrance absorption the soy
candles can surely fill any environment with tantalising luscious aromas.

Each of the soy candles and manufactured from only the finest soya beans. The quality of our
candles is evident throughout our entire range. We offer customers the opportunity to choose from a
selection of different colours, fragrances and soy candles of a diverse range of shapes and sizes.
Any of these candles will create the ambiance that you desire for any room that you choose to place
them in, and are great value for money when you consider the numerous benefits they offer.

If youâ€™d like to discover more for yourself about our soy candles then come and visit us online at:
www.sentelle.co.uk.
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James Blee - About Author:
a Soy Candles supplied and sold by sentelle.co.uk. We are a leading online supplier of brilliant
quality a Soy Wax Candles for amazing prices â€“ Visit us today for more information on our products!
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